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Using Wixom’s notation [l], let F(x,(y), y), i = l(l)m and F(x, Y,(x)), j = l(l)n, be two 
given families of curves on a surface F(x, y) in lF4 3, that are continuous and whose projections 
x,(Y) and YJx), x E [a, b], y E [c, d], are also known and continuous. 
We will assume that Vi,,xi( Y) E [a, b], Y,(x) E [c, d], and that the values F( x,( y), YJ-( x)) are 
known. These values are known, for instance, when one of the two families { Y,(x)} or ( xj( Y)} is 
a set of straight lines, parallel to the x-axis or to te Y-axis, respectively. 
When Y,(x) = qj (constant) each point F(xl( /3), y,( CY)) is the point of the curve F(x, y,(x)) 
for which x = x,(p) (Fig. 1). 
When x = x,(y) =p, (constant) each point F(xi(p), y,( (Y)) is the point of the curve 
F(x,(y), y) for which y =y,(c.u) (Fig. 2). 
In the following, we will assume 
Yj(x)=4?j> j=l(l>mq (1) 
In this case, for every pair (x = (Y, y = /3) the values xi(p), x2(/3), . . . , x,( ,l3) are dependent 
upon /3 but yi(a), Ye,. . . , y,(a) are not (see Fig. 1). 
Imagine 
x,(B) < x,(B) < *. * <x,(P). (2) 
(3) 
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
where +I”)( x) and @‘)( y) are the piecewise cubic Hermite polynomials defined by 
@(f) = 
(t=n ol- t=y) 
(t - tk+1)2(2t - 3t, + tk+l) 
0 k+l-tJ3 ’ 
t, < t < tk+l, 
0 elsewhere. 
The function f(x, y) is continuous in x and y and interpolates the curves F( xi( y), y) and 
F(x, y,(x)). In fact, 
$j”( qj) = ‘9 (5) 
(x x 
Fig. 3. 
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and 
G!“‘(xi-l(b)) =G!x’(xi+l(B)) = ‘2
+ix)(xi(P)) = ‘3 (6) 
~&)L_1(8) = (@):,,,, = Mx)L,+1(8) = 0. 
If Yk+l- Yk=yk-yk_i, k=2,...,n-1, (c@))’ is continuous in (y,_,, yk+i), otherwise it 
will be discontinuous at Yk. 
The function f(x, Y) can be built easily. At a point ((Y, ,f3) such that 
X r_l<ff(Yxr, r=2,3 ,..., m; ys_~6P<y,, s=2,3,...,n, 
f((~, p) is given by 
(7) 
f(4 P) =+4(P)> PM%4 + G%(P)> l+PW 




-F(x.(BL Y,(~>)~~x’(~>~~i-y’(P). (8) 
On the curves x = xi(Y) we have 
@fPJY > (X,(YLY) = (Way )WLY) (9) 
and at the points (xi(y), y,) 
(af/ax )MY,L.V,) = W+,(Y)7 YV~X),X,C,V,,>Q (10) 
In particular, when the curves {x,(y)} are parallel to the y-axis, i.e., VZxj(y) = p,, we can 
substitute (10) by 
(V/Wk,W = (WWLV,W (11) 
2. In second place, we will consider the function f(x, y) defined by (3), or locally by (8), 
where the function 4:“) and q@) are defined by 
J 
/ L \2 
+CkQ(t) = f-&$)Bj(f)) = ($~f’)’ when tk-l G t G tk+13 
1 02) 
$‘,‘)(t)=O whentE]-co, t,_,)ortE(t,+,,+co[, t=xort=y 
where B,(t) is the normalized B-spline of degree 3 with support tj, tjil, . . . , tji4, and 
G:‘(t,> = 1, 
tC/t’(&-i) = $$‘( tk+i) = O, (Gq&, = (Ic/Lq,+, = 0. 
(13) 
If the curves xi are dependent of y, the coefficients c,,~ (x) of $p) are dependent of y and k. If 
Vjyj(x) = qJ the coefficients of #‘,‘) are only dependent of k. 
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Fig. 4. I/J!” given by (15). Fig. 5. (J1!“‘)2~(@‘)2 I 7 where $(‘) is given by (15). 
It is easy to see that 
M)):,_, = (+P):,+, = (@):I+, = (+P);:+, = 0. 04) 
Consequently, the surface f(x, y) defined by the relations (3) (12), (13) which interpolates the 
curves F(x,(Y), Y) and F(x, Y,(X)) when tl,xj+i(P) +x,(P), is such that its second-order 
derivatives are continuous if the same happens with F(x, y). 
The relations (8) to (11) will also be valid, and if tk_4, tk_3,. . . , tk+4 are equally spaced then 
$lf’(t> =2&4(t) -B&t) + 2&-2(t) -&-i(t) + D,(t) (15) 
(see also Figs. 4 and 5). 
3. Comparison with Wixom’s scheme 
The practical definition of our problem coincides with the one given by Wixom [l], but the 
method of solution is different. We use a finite element approach instead of a global style. 
3.1. Wixom presents a global expression of the interpolator over the entire domain in terms of 
divided differences of the function F, 
1(x, y) = 2 F[Xj(Y),... 
I=1 
> xl(Y)i Y]@fCx, Y> + t F[x; Y,(x)>‘oeT Yl(x)]nj(x, Y) 
j=l 
where the blending functions Oi and A, satisfy the conditions (over the curves xi(y) and y,(x)) 
@,(X,(Y), y)=l, j=l,L...,m, 
i-l 
Oi(xj(Y)T Y)= kIl(XjCY) -Xk(Y)), i=L.., m, j=l, 2,..., m, 
074 
Al(x, yk(x)) = 1, k= 1, 2,..., n, 
j-l 
Aj(x, y&d) = n (Y/&X) -Y,.(X)), j= 2 ,... , n, k = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
r=l 
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In order to calculate the blending functions O,, i = 1,. . . , m, Wixom suggests the formula 
@;(x, Y) = 5 %f,(X) (18) 
k=l 
where { f,(x)} can be a set of polynomials or polynomial splines. 
For each y = p, in case the values xS( p), s = 1,. . . , m, are all distinct, the coefficients uki( p) 
of O,, i= l,..., m, can be computed from the z interpolatory conditions 
@I(~, P> = 5 uk,(P)fk(x,(P)) = ;h; (x,(8 - xk(b>) 
k=l 
r=1,2 m ,***, (19) 
implying the solution of a system of order m. 
If the set {xi(p)} p ossesses the multiplicity x,(p) = x,+r(p) = . . - = x,+,_~(/?) f x,+,(/3), 
the corresponding equations j + 1, j + 2,. . . , j + s - 1, are 
If the set { y,(x))} consists only of lines yj = constant the corresponding coefficients bkj of the 
expression 
‘j(x, Y) = ? bkjfk(Y) (21) 
k=l 
are independent of x and we have to solve just one system for each j. 
3.2. In our work we apply a finite element scheme. The analytical representation of the 
interpolator (3) is a collection of several local interpolators. The blending functions +(kl) have a 
local support (they have nonzero values only on some subdomain). 
In our expressions the coefficients of the blending functions (basis functions) +lf), t = x or 
t = y, are values of the given space curves instead of the divided differences of these. Each c$‘,‘) is 
easy to calculate. 
To determine the values of the interpolator f( x, JJ) at the point ((Y, p) satisfying (7) we have 
only to compute the four values c$~“)((Y), i = r - 1, r, @‘)(/3), j = s - 1, s and then (8). 
To calculate the values of C#B we propose to use (4) or (12). 
The expressions (4) are straightforward. The expressions (12) involve in general the solution of 
a system of order five (13). 
Using (12) instead of (4) f(x, y) is expected to be more smooth. 
3.3. Our algorithm is well adapted to compute values of the interpolator over a set of points 
regularly or irregularly distributed. 
According to the purpose of the problem we may follow a strictly local strategy (point by 
point) or a global strategy. 
In case we want a global strategy, we summarize in the following lines the fundamental steps 
in Wixom’s algorithm and in our proposal, when both are faced, for example, with the problem 
of determining the values of the interpolator at the nodes of a rectangular grid. 
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Wixom’s algorithm Cadete’s algorithm using (12) 
(1) Computation of Aj = 1,. . ., n; n sys- (1) Computation of &‘I, k = 1,. . . , n; n 
terns of order n to compute systems of order _5 to compute 
{ b,, > ) { b/d > ) . . * ) { &I > 3 (cy ]> (cy ) >...> (cy ), 
k= l,...,n. 
(2) Computation of 
j=k-4,k-3 ,..., k. 
F[cw; Yj> .YJ-~>“~> .Yl]Y 
j= l,..., n. 
Foreachy=p: 
(3) Computation of Oj, i = 1,. . . , m; m 
systems of order m to compute 
{q&W.., {akm(P>L 
k= l,..., m. 
(4) Computation of 
F[x;(I%..,x,(B); P], 
(2) Computation of +I;“), k = 1,. . . , m; m 
systems of order 3 to compute 
(c,(;,)>...,(c~:)), 
j=k-4, k-3 k )...) . 
J’[xi(B),*.*>xr(P); Yj>***yYl]> 
i = l,..., m, j=l ,‘.‘, n. 
(5) Computation of I(cy, p) (16). (3) Computation of f( (Y, /?) (8) (only eight 
terms). 
4. Examples 
Example 4.1. F( x, y) = xy( xy - 2) in ( - 2, 2) X ( - 2, 2). See Fig. 6. 
f(x, y) given by (3), (12), (16) where m = n = 3, x1 = y, = -2, x2 = y2 = 0, x3 =.Y, = 2 and 
F( X, y) = xy( xy - 2). See Fig. 7. 
f(x, y) given by (3) (12) (16) m=n=5, X1=y,= -2, X2=Y2=-1,...,x5=Y5=2, 
F(x, y) = xy(xy - 2). See Fig. 8. 
Example 4.2. F(x, y) = xy eX-y, Eye position: (1, -4, 15). See Fig. 9. 
f(x, y) given by (3), (12), (16), m = n = 3, x1 = y, = -2, x2 = y, = 0, x3 =y, = 2. See Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10. 
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